Waging Prophetic Warfare: Effective Prayer Strategies To Defeat The Enemy
Synopsis

All Christians have the authority to defeat the enemy—but many just don’t know how. Jennifer LeClaire goes beyond the basic teachings of spiritual warfare and incorporates prophetic intercession as the unknown key to successful prayers. Waging Prophetic Warfare will help readers engage in powerful prayer and receive clear direction from the Holy Spirit to defeat persistent difficulties in life.
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Customer Reviews

Take a tour through 13 weapons you can use to wage spiritual warfare. Although this is not an in-depth study, this book gives you enough information to start using these weapons in your daily prayer life. Good for those who are new in the topic of spiritual warfare and want to take a quick inventory of what is available for them.

Been anticipating this book since first saw it could decide which version so I got kindle yesterday and paperback arrived today so always have it with me

Fast shipping. Great book
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